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NEW QUESTION: 1

A company wants to migrate a highly transactional database to
AWS. Requirements state that the database has
more than 6 TB of data and will grow exponentially.
Which solution should a Solutions Architect recommend?
A. Amazon DynamoDB
B. Amazon Redshift
C. Amazon RDS MySQL
D. Amazon Aurora
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following best describes SPL state variables
defined in a logic clause?
A. State variables can be shared between different operators.
B. State variables need to be freed before a streams
application is terminated.
C. State variables have the same lifetime as the operator they
are defined in.
D. State variables are always immutable.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
How are the domains of ODI Agents configured? (Choose the best
answer.)
A. by using ODI Studio
B. by using Configuration Wizard
C. by using Upgrade Assistant
D. by using Domain Creation Assistant
Answer: B
Explanation:
(https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/core/ODING/configure_j
ee.htm#ODING291)
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